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Meeting of the Coordinating Body

October 7, 2021

Present: Sarah (Events); Fadwa (Communications); Brooklyn (Administrative); Sydney (Finance);
Cal (Resource); Jordan (Events)

Absent:

Meeting Minutes

1. Call to order: 18:05 (Zoom)

2. Land Acknowledgment

Queer McGill is located in Tiohtiá:ke, known to settlers as Montreal, the unceded traditional
territory of the Kanien’ké:ha (Mohawk), Haudenosaunee (Iroquois), Anishinaabe, and Wendat
(Huron) peoples. This land has long served as a place for meeting and exchange among groups of
Indigenous people. While this recognition is an important step, settlers must work to further
understand their obligations as guests on Indigenous land.

3. Check-in

a. Check-in question: Favourite letter of the alphabet

4. Points of action from the last meeting

a. Brooklyn:

i. Find signing officer forms - done

ii. Organize staffer training - done

iii. Confirm office capacity: 4 people

iv. Email Grey - done

b. Cal:

i. Follow up with UGE for a meeting - done
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c. Fadwa:

d. Jordan:

e. Sarah:

f. Sydney:

i. Do discretionary funding things - done

5. Discussion

a. All:

i. Staffer training

1. Went well, will schedule virtual one soon

ii. Inter-Coord Cooperation

1. Google calendar shared between the coords.

iii. Question about in person events (from Cal)

1. Need to submit the contact tracing attendance form within 2 hrs of
every in person event, preferred names are good

b. Administrative:

i. Coordinator job description revisions - when2meet

ii. Revised JBSCE (“EDIC”) Terms of Reference - bad

1. Terms of reference: governing document

2. Reach out to other services/groups to take action

iii. GSAC updates:

- Looking into StudentCare expansion (SSMU vetoed hair removal
because of cost) but they’re looking at making it more accessible
and also covering voice training workshops.

- Grey will continue making noise about gender-neutral bathrooms

iv. A can of consumed alcohol was found in a QM space - if this occurs again,
SSMU may alter or revoke our space agreement
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- Make sure all staffers & guests understand that alcohol is not
permitted in the UC (aside from Gerts)

c. Communications:

i. Message from the tribune: they’re featuring stories of students celebrating
friendsgiving + how chosen family can be important to the queer
community especially in holidays. Looking for one of us  interested in
sharing their plans for the reading week/ chatting about friendsgiving in
general.

d. Events:

i. Event with MORSL on Wednesday, showing a documentary! (online)

ii. First IRL Gaymes went well, good turnout!

e. Finance:

i. No response so far from Solidarity Across Borders

ii. Budget review next Thursday

iii. Lost my wallet with the credit card

f. Resource:

i. Resource catalog revision/collaboration with UGE

1. UGE buys in bulk at significantly lower prices than us through
agreements with manufacturers

a. Wholesale agreements somewhere in email/drive

2. Their suggestions for revision: we stop stocking menstrual products
and gaffs, they stop stocking packers

a. Check in about how much we each give away

b. Check in about their opening hours

3. Binders: they are interested in splitting binders so they offer black
and white and we offer skin tones - discussion

a. Skin tone only in half tanks
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4. We both continue offering safer sex supplies, if we want we could
expand to include pregnancy tests as well and they could include hiv
test kits as well, or we could keep them to one org each

a. Include pregnancy tests in our catalog.

b. UGE can also offer HIV self test kits

ii. Resource suggestion: trans tape

1. With safety info.

2. Add safety information for binders.

iii. TRRAM (from Grey) is beautiful and is linked on our website

iv. LICM event is Oct 26th at 6pm

6. Discretionary Funding

a. Review discretionary funding (criteria + process reminder)

i. CSSDP McGill

- Yes: 6

- No: 0

- Abstain: 0

- Discuss doing education/outreach/collaboration with them

7. Closing remarks

8. Points of action for next meeting:

a. Brooklyn:

i. Schedule job description revisions

ii. Schedule virtual staffer training

iii. Contact equity-seeking groups/services for action against “EDIC”

iv. Reach out to AVCs

b. Cal:
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i. Add safety info for binders

ii. Meet with UGE again with our decisions/ideas

iii. Research trans tape and add safety info

iv. Research wholesale agreements

v. Research pregnancy tests/ask UGE

vi. Prepare email

c. Fadwa:

d. Jordan:

e. Sarah:

f. Sydney:

9. Adjournment: 19:00
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